**Foundation:** The students will use drama to express and explore personal and social worlds through role play. They will be introduced to verbal and nonverbal cues in greetings and conversation. They will develop skills in presentation and will be encouraged to reach their creative and expressive potential by using puppetry to tell a story. The students will be making sock puppets and will use these props to perform and present to an audience.

**Grade 1/2:** The students will use drama to express and explore personal and social worlds through role play. They will develop skills in the art of greetings and conversation through focusing on creating characters, roles and situations. The students will make a sock puppet, create a character and a voice that will help them develop dialogue to perform a play in front of an audience.

**Grade 3/4:** The students will use drama to express and explore personal and social worlds through role play. They will focus on imagining and creating characters, roles and situations. The students will create a sock puppet, develop a character's voice and devise a scripted drama. The students will develop strategies to help them perform in front of an audience such as projecting their voice, using movement and gestures.

**Grade 5/6:** The students will use drama to express and explore personal and social worlds through role play. They will focus on applying acting, direction, design elements and stagecraft in performance spaces, rehearsing and refining performances to communicate ideas to an audience. Students will use voice, movement and gestures to communicate ideas and meaning using a sock puppet that they will make and create.

**Important Dates and Reminders:**
Choir will commence for interested students of year levels 3-6 commencing week 3 at 10.45 in the hall.